Though a Hermite subdivision scheme is non-stationary by nature, its non-stationarity can be of two types, making useful the distinction between Inherently Stationary (I.S.) and Inherently Non-Stationary (I.N.S.) Hermite subdivision schemes. This paper focuses on the class of inherently stationary, dual non-interpolatory Hermite subdivision schemes that can be obtained from known Hermite interpolatory ones, by applying a generalization of the de Rham corner cutting strategy. Exploiting specific tools for the analysis of inherently stationary Hermite subdivision schemes we show that, giving up the interpolation condition, the smoothness of the associated basic limit function can be increased by one, while its support width is only enlarged by one. To accomplish the analysis of de Rham-type Hermite subdivision schemes two new theoretical results are derived and the new notion of HC ℓ -convergence is introduced. It allows the construction of Hermite-type subdivision schemes of order d + 1 with the first element of the vector valued limit function having regularity ℓ ≥ d.
Introduction
Vector subdivision schemes are iterative algorithms that, starting from an initial set of vector data f 0 := {f 0 (α), α ∈ Z} ∈ ℓ d+1 (Z), allow to generate denser and denser sets of vector data {f n+1 , n ≥ 0} through the repeated application of subdivision operators {S An , n ≥ 0}. The level-n subdivision operator S An which maps the sequence of vectors f n := {f n (α), α ∈ Z} ∈ ℓ d+1 (Z) into the denser sequence of vectors f n+1 := {f n+1 (α), α ∈ Z} ∈ ℓ d+1 (Z) is defined as
Therefore the refinement rules, possibly different from level to level, are averaging rules with average coefficients given by real matrices defining the so called level-n subdivision mask A n := {A n (α), α ∈ Z} ∈ ℓ (d+1)×(d+1) (Z).
Whenever convergent, a vector subdivision scheme defines a continuous vector limit function for any choice of initial data f 0 . In order to formally define a notion of convergence, we need to attach the data f n , generated at the n-th step of the subdivision procedure, to the real parameter values t n = {t n (α), α ∈ Z} with t n (α) < t n (α + 1) and t n (α + 1) − t n (α) = 2 −n , n ≥ 0. In this way, the vector subdivision scheme {S An , n ≥ 0} is said to be convergent in ℓ d+1 ∞ (Z) if for any initial vector sequence f ∈ ℓ d+1 ∞ (Z) there exists a continuous vector function g f : R → R d+1 , such that for any compact K ⊂ R lim
and g f = 0 for some initial vector data f . Moreover, a vector subdivision scheme is said to be contractive if g f = 0 for any initial f , and it is called C ℓ -convergent if g f ∈ C ℓ (R, R d+1 ) for any initial vector data. We also recall that, when the initial data is the matrix sequence δ I d+1 = {δ I d+1 (α), α ∈ Z} with δ I d+1 (α) = I d+1 , if α = 0, 0, if α ∈ Z \ {0}, then the limit of the vector subdivision scheme is the so called basic matrix limit function, hereinafter denoted by Φ : R → R (d+1)×(d+1) .
Vector subdivision schemes, natural extension of scalar subdivision schemes, play an important role in the analysis of multivariate subdivision schemes [1] when dealing with refinable spaces generated by more than one function (see, e.g., [2, 4, 7, 19] ), as well as in the analysis of Hermite subdivision schemes. The latter are a special type of vector subdivision schemes aimed at refining vector valued sequences with the understanding that, with some extent, the (k + 1)-th component of such a sequence corresponds to the k-th derivative of an underlined function (see, for instance, [11, 14, 18] ). The latter fact makes a Hermite subdivision scheme non-stationary by nature: refining vector valued sequences approaching derivatives at refined grids requires to involve level dependent matrices.
Vector Hermite-type subdivision schemes are the main topic of this paper. A first contribution of our work consists in the classification of this category of schemes. In fact, though a Hermite subdivision scheme is non-stationary by nature, its non-stationarity can be of two types, making useful the distinction between Inherently Stationary (I.S.) and Inherently Non-Stationary (I.N.S.) Hermite subdivision schemes. When classifying Hermite-type subdivision schemes, the difference between interpolatory and non-interpolatory (or approximating) ones should be also considered. Starting with an initial set of Hermite-type data ( i.e. vectors containing function values and associated derivatives) interpolatory Hermite subdivision schemes are able to simultaneously design points and associated derivatives, thus defining, in the limit, a continuous vector function with each component being the derivative of the previous one. Moreover, they are designed such that the initial set of vector data is interpolated as well as all sets of vector data generated by the subdivision process. On the contrary, non-interpolatory or approximating Hermite subdivision schemes, while still generating a continuous vector function with each component being an approximation of the derivative of the previous one, provide in the limit a vector function which is only approximating the initial set of vector data. Such schemes, also investigated for example in [15] , turn out to be of interest whenever the interpolatory case produces "unfair" limit functions with unwanted wiggles or undulations, as well as when non-exact data are available.
In this paper we present a novel idea for the construction of non-interpolatory Hermite subdivision schemes, based on a generalization of the de Rham corner cutting strategy [8] . This is why the resulting schemes are called Hermite subdivision schemes of de Rham-type. Other examples of application of the de Rham strategy can be also found in the previous literature. In particular, in [6] the de Rham construction is applied in a more general but scalar context, while in [9] the Hermite case was tackled for the first time. The de Rham construction considered in this paper, at each subdivision step consists in the double application of an interpolatory Hermite subdivision operator followed by a decimation step selecting only the odd elements of the resulting sequence. Therefore, the de Rham strategy provides Hermite subdivision schemes which are dual by construction, hence approximating the initial data rather than interpolating them. We recall that, from a geometric point of view, primal vector subdivision schemes are those that at each iteration retain or modify the given vectors and create a "new" vector in between two "old" ones. Dual schemes, instead, discard all given vectors after creating two "new" ones in between any pair of them. This fact is algebraically connected with the choice of the parameter values t n := {t n (α), α ∈ Z} (see, e.g, [3] for more details). More precisely, the primal parametrization is such that
On the contrary, the dual parametrization is given by
Another contribution of this paper consists in the derivation of two new theoretical results (extension of the results in [9] ) for the analysis of de Rham-type Hermite subdivision schemes. Furthermore, the new notion of HC ℓ -convergence is introduced to allow the construction of Hermite schemes of order d + 1 with the first element of the vector valued limit function of regularity ℓ ≥ d.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides the most general formulation of vector Hermite-type subdivision schemes together with the definition of HC ℓ -convergence. Section 3 characterizes the subclass of Inherently Stationary (I.S.) Hermite subdivision schemes and recalls specific tools for the analysis of this type of Hermite schemes. Interpolatory versus dual approximating Hermite subdivision schemes are discussed in Section 4 where the so called de Rham-type construction is detailed and two new theoretical results for the analysis of de Rham-type Hermite subdivision schemes are given. The closing Section 5 illustrates applications of the de Rham-type approach: two new dual non-interpolatory subdivision schemes obtained when starting with Merrien's interpolatory schemes in [16, 17] are presented. For these schemes a complete smoothness analysis is given and explicative pictures are provided.
In all sections the following notation is used: vectors in R d+1 are labeled by lowercase boldface letters as y; matrices in R (d+1)×(d+1) are written as uppercase boldface letters, like A; the space of polynomials of degree at most n is denoted by P n ; sequences of vectors in R d+1 are denoted by lowercase calligraphic letters as f := {f (α), α ∈ Z} and the space of such sequences is denoted by ℓ d+1 (Z) and by ℓ d+1 ∞ (Z) if their infinity norm is bounded; sequences of matrices in R (d+1)×(d+1) are denoted by uppercase calligraphic letters as A := {A(α), α ∈ Z}, and the space of such sequences is denoted by ℓ (d+1)×(d+1) (Z). The symbol · ∞ is to denote the infinity norm of a matrix, a function or a sequence.
Hermite subdivision schemes
Hermite subdivision schemes of order d + 1 simultaneously design function values and associated derivatives so that their limit is a continuous vector function R → R d+1 with each component being the derivative of the previous one. Since such subdivision schemes generate finer and finer sequences of "Hermite-type" data f n which are associated with "shifted" versions of dyadic parameters, the first component of f n (α) can be interpreted as getting closer to the value of a function ψ n at a parameter t n (α), while the next one describes the value of its first derivative at the same location, i.e. ψ (1) n (t n (α)), and so on up to the last one describing ψ n (t n (α)). This is why for any Hermite subdivision scheme the relation between D n+1 f n+1 and D n f n is given by the rule
where A n := {A n (α), α ∈ Z} is the level-n mask and D is the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 2 −j , j = 0, . . . , d. Obviously, (3) can also be written in a more standard way as
namely in terms of a level-n subdivision operator S An associated to the level-n mask
To simplify notation, from now on a Hermite subdivision scheme based on (5) will be simply denoted by H {An, n ≥ 0} .
Due to the fact that the limit vector function of any reasonable Hermite subdivision scheme must be of special type (as described at the beginning of this section), the following new and more specialized definition of HC-convergence is given.
Definition 1 A Hermite subdivision scheme H {An, n ≥ 0} acting on vectors in ℓ d+1 (Z) is called HC ℓ -convergent with ℓ ≥ d if for any initial vector sequence f 0 ∈ ℓ d+1 (Z) and the corresponding sequences of refinements {f n , n ≥ 0}, there exists a vector function φ = [
Remark 1 To avoid confusion it is important to remark that, indeed, the notions of C ℓ and HC ℓ convergence are intrinsically different. The first notion refers to the minimal smoothness of the entries of the vector limit function, while the second to the maximal one. The reason why we did not select a unified definition is to be consistent with the existing literature on vector and Hermite subdivision schemes, respectively. Note also that the new notion of HC ℓ -convergence allows the construction of Hermite schemes of order d + 1 with the first element of the vector valued limit function having regularity ℓ ≥ d.
Inherently Stationary Hermite subdivision schemes
From the previous section we know that Hermite subdivision schemes are essentially given by the repeated application of level-dependent subdivision operators S An associated to the level-n masks
Now, since the presence of the matrices D n is by nature, we can further classify a Hermite subdivision scheme by means of the following definition.
Definition 2 A Hermite subdivision scheme is named Inherently Stationary (I.S.) in case the masks A n := {A n (α), α ∈ Z}, n ≥ 0, reduce to the same mask A = A n for all n ≥ 0. It means that the subdivision step in (4) becomes
or, equivalently, that the Hermite scheme is based on the repeated application of the subdivision operators S An , n ≥ 0 associated to the masks
Otherwise the Hermite subdivision scheme is named Inherently Non-Stationary (I.N.S.).
Remark 2We remark that I.N.S. Hermite subdivision schemes occur whenever the first row of the basic matrix limit function Φ belongs to some space of exponential polynomials (see, e.g., [5] ). An example of such kind of I.N.S. Hermite subdivision schemes is presented in [20] .
In accordance with the notation of the previous section, for shortness, from now on an I.S. Hermite subdivision scheme will be denoted by H A .
In the rest of the paper we focus our attention on the class of inherently stationary Hermite subdivision schemes only. We emphasize that if an I.S. Hermite subdivision scheme H A defining the vector sequences {f n , n ≥ 0} converges in the sense specified in Definition 1, then the sequence
T . This implies the existence of a convergent stationary counterpart of any inherently stationary Hermite subdivision scheme, hereinafter denoted by S A . This is a crucial fact that we are going to use in the following for the analysis of I.S. Hermite subdivision schemes.
Analysis tools for Inherently Stationary Hermite subdivision schemes
We start this section with some definitions needed to the development of the forthcoming theoretical results.
Definition 3 A primal Hermite subdivision scheme H A is called interpolatory if, starting from any vector sequence f 0 ∈ ℓ d+1 (Z), then f n+1 (2·) = f n (·) for all n ≥ 0. This is equivalent to the following property either of the mask A or of the mask A := {D −(n+1) A(α)D n , α ∈ Z}:
Definition 4 We say that a Hermite subdivision scheme H
We continue by associating to any function
A fundamental property of Hermite subdivision schemes is the spectral condition introduced in [10] , which requires the existence of particular polynomial eigenvalues of the subdivision operator S A , stationary counterpart of H A .
Definition 5 A stationary mask A or its associated subdivision operator S A satisfies the spectral condition of order ℓ + 1 if there exist polynomials p j ∈ P j , deg p j = j, j = 0, . . . , ℓ, such that
Remark 3 In [10] it was proven that the spectral condition is also equivalent to the sum rule introduced by Han et al. in [13, 15] .
In the following proposition we discuss a property fulfilled by the stationary counterpart of a Hermite subdivision scheme reproducing polynomials of a certain degree.
Proposition 1 Let H A be a Hermite subdivision scheme of order d + 1, reproducing a basis of P ℓ where ℓ ≥ d. Then its stationary counterpart S A satisfies the spectral condition of order ℓ + 1 for the
Proof: If a basis of P ℓ is reproduced by H A then, using linearity, any polynomial of P ℓ is reproduced.
Since p j is reproduced by the Hermite scheme, we deduce that starting from
• while in case j > d,
which is exactly the spectral condition at step j, i.e.
In [11] it is proven that, for interpolatory Hermite subdivision schemes of order d+1, the reproduction of polynomials of degree at least d is a necessary condition to obtain HC d -convergence.
The next theorem recalls a factorization result proven in [18] for Hermite subdivision schemes whose stationary counterpart satisfies the spectral condition. 
where
is the Taylor operator of order d + 1 acting on ℓ d+1 (Z) and S B is the stationary subdivision scheme with mask B, usually termed the Taylor subdivision scheme associated to S A .
Following the reasoning in [18] we can now prove the following theorem that allows us to check the convergence of a Hermite subdivision scheme by studying the behavior of the associated Taylor subdivision scheme.
Theorem 3 Let H A be a Hermite subdivision scheme of order d + 1. Suppose that the mask A ∈ ℓ (d+1)×(d+1) (Z) of its stationary counterpart S A satisfies the spectral condition of order at least d + 1 and the associated Taylor subdivision scheme S B is C k -convergent. Then the Hermite subdivision scheme H A is HC d+k -convergent.
Proof:
The proof follows the lines of the proof of [18, Theorem 21] and following results. We begin by using the contractivity of S B and properties of vector subdivision schemes to prove that there exists a continuous function ψ ∈ C k (R, R) such that the last component of
for any compact subset K ⊂ R. Then, step by step, using successive integrations (see [18, Lemma 22]), we prove that each component converges. The integration gives that, at each step, we get a primitive function of the previous one so that for the first component ϕ of the vector valued limit function we have ϕ ∈ C d+k (R, R) and
Interpolatory versus dual approximating Hermite schemes: the de Rham approach
For an interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme H A of order d+1, with mask A = {D −(n+1) A(α)D n , α ∈ Z}, let us define a new dual non-interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme by taking the de Rham transform of H A and itself as follows (see also [9] ). Starting with the data f 0 ∈ ℓ d+1 (Z), for n ≥ 0 we define the sequence f n+1 = {f n+1 (α), α ∈ Z} by computing
Definition 6 For a Hermite subdivision scheme H A , the associated de Rham-type Hermite subdivision scheme H A is the Hermite subdivision scheme having mask
Remark 5 We recall from [9] that, if the support of S
We continue by discussing the parametrization of the generated de Rham-type Hermite subdivision scheme. At each step, given a sequence f n associated to the parameter values t n , the primal interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme is applied twice to get the sequence associated to the parameter values t n+2 (4α) := t n (α), t n+2 (4α + 1) := 3t n (α) + t n (α + 1) 4 , and t n+2 (4α + 2) := t n (α) + t n (α + 1) 2 , t n+2 (4α + 3) := t n (α) + 3t n (α + 1) 4 .
The sequence f n+2 is then decimated (by taking the odd entries only) to get f n+1 , which is therefore associated to the dual parameter values
meaning that the corresponding subdivision scheme is dual in the sense of (2).
We conclude this section by proving that, if the stationary counterpart of the interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme satisfies a spectral condition of order ℓ + 1, so does the stationary counterpart of the de Rham-type Hermite subdivision scheme. This result extends [9, Theorem 5].
Theorem 4
Suppose that S A satisfies the spectral condition of order ℓ + 1. Then the corresponding de Rham transform S A , with mask A = {A(α), α ∈ Z} defined by (8), also satisfies the spectral condition of order ℓ + 1.
Proof:
Since S A satisfies the spectral condition of order ℓ + 1, for i = 0, . . . , ℓ for p i ∈ P i , p i (x) = 1 i! x i + · · · and for the sequence v i with elements
where, for the sake of simplicity, we omit p i from the lower index of the sequence v i (differently from Definition 5). Our aim is to show by induction that for i = 0, . . . , ℓ we are able to build the polynomialsp i with leading coefficient 1/i! and the corresponding vector sequencesv i such that
We begin by proving that (9) implies
Indeed,
We continue proving the claim by induction on j: for j = 0, we definep 0 (x) = 1 = p 0 (x) so that v 0 (α) = v 0 (α) = [1, 0, . . . , 0] T and from (11) we get
which is S Av0 = 1 2 0v0 . Next, we assume that (10) is true for i = 0, 1, . . . , j − 1 where 0 < j ≤ ℓ. Since {p j ,p j−1 , . . . ,p 0 } is a basis of P j , and since we know that the leading coefficient of p j is 1/j!, we can write
Differentiating up to d times both sides of the previous equation with respect to x and evaluating at α we get
Then, let us definep j (x) = p j (x) + j−1 i=0 µ j,ipj (x) where µ j,i = −λ j,i 2 i−j 2 j − 2 i and construct the corresponding vector sequencevp j that we are going to simply denote asv j . Note thatp j is a polynomial of degree j and its leading coefficient is exactly 1/j!. Therefore, differentiatingp j up to d times and evaluating at α, we obtain
Next, using the induction assumption, we observe that for i = 0, 1, . . . , j − 1,
Thus, due to (11), (13) and the induction hypothesis we have that
We conclude that β∈ZĀ (α − 2β)v j (β) = 1 2 jvj (α), α ∈ Z which is the end of induction step j.
As a consequence of Theorem 4, we get the following Corollary, extension of [9, Corollary 6].
Corollary 5
Suppose that S A satisfies the spectral condition of order ℓ + 1 with the sequence of polynomials p j (x) = x j /j! and corresponding vector sequences v j for j = 0, . . . , ℓ. Then S A with mask A = {A(α), α ∈ Z} defined by (8) satisfies the spectral condition of order ℓ + 1 with the sequence of polynomials p j (x) = (x − 1/2) j /j! and corresponding vector sequencesv j for j = 0, . . . , ℓ.
Proof: We use the notation of the previous theorem and prove the claim by induction.
For j = 0, p 0 (x) = 1, and we have seen in the proof of the previous theorem thatp 0 (x) = 1 = p 0 (x − 1/2). Next, we suppose that for i = 0, . . . , j − 1,p i (x) = (x − 1/2) i /i!, and we write p j (2x + 1) as
In the proof of the previous theorem we have seen thatp
and the result is proved by this finite induction.
Applications
In this section we apply the de Rham strategy to two known Hermite interpolatory subdivision schemes and obtain two new dual non-interpolatory Hermite subdivision schemes whose convergence and smoothness is investigated with the support of the theoretical results in the previous sections and of the sufficient conditions for convergence of stationary vector subdivision schemes in [1] . As a matter of fact, giving up the interpolation condition, we manage to increase by one the regularity of the basic limit function, while its support width is only enlarged by one.
A dual non-interpolatory HC 2 Hermite subdivision scheme of order 2
We start with the interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme of order d + 1 = 2 proposed by Merrien in [16] , which depends on two free parameters λ, µ ∈ R. The non-zero matrices of the mask A of its stationary counterpart are
For any values of the parameters λ and µ, this scheme reproduces polynomials of degree 1. Moreover it reproduces P 2 if and only if λ = − 
Since H A satisfies the spectral condition of order 2, we can construct the mask B = {B(α), α ∈ Z} supported on [−1, 1] such that
Moreover, due to the fact that the common eigenvector of B e := α∈Z B(2α) and
T , in view of the results in [1] , the difference mask of B, hereinafter denoted by B, can be computed as 1
The non-zero entries of the mask B are
To show that the Hermite subdivision scheme H A is HC 2 (namely, accordingly to Definition 1, S A generates a C 2 limit function) we show that S B is C 1 . Following Theorem 3 this is done by proving that its divided difference scheme S C , with C = 2 B, is C 0 . In view of the results in [1] , a necessary condition for S C to be convergent is that C e and C o have at least a common eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue 1. Since,
and
they have a common eigenvalue 1 if and only if the following conditions are fulfilled:
To make the second equation in (i) and (ii) satisfied, we set λ = − 1 8 . Under this assumption the joint 1-eigenspace E C is the eigenvector [1, 2] T .
In order to apply the theory in [1] we continue by applying the similarity transform S = 1 0 2 1 to the matrix mask C ending up with the matrix mask
T . The non-zero elements of the mask C are
For C we construct the difference mask E = {E(α), α ∈ Z} satisfying
whose non-zero entries are
Now we look for a range of µ such that for a small k (say k < 10) the iterated subdivision scheme S 
A dual non-interpolatory HC 3 Hermite subdivision scheme of order 3
In this case we start with the interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme of order d + 1 = 3 proposed by Merrien in [16] . This is a 2-point subdivision scheme depending on several real parameters. The non-zero matrices of the mask A of its stationary counterpart are
To guarantee reproduction of degree 3 polynomials, among the free parameters, the following constraints are assumed (see [12] ):
Since the mask under consideration is now depending only on α 2 , β 1 , γ 2 , for shortness we rename the free parameters as α, β, γ, respectively, and denote by R their range of variation given in [12] to ensure HC 2 -continuity of the subdivision scheme. Therefore the mask we consider reads as 
Like in the previous example, we compute from B the difference mask B whose non-zero entries are 
To see weather the Hermite subdivision scheme H A is HC 3 we use Theorem 3 and check if S B is C 1 , which is equivalent to the fact that its divided difference scheme S C , with C = 2 B, is C 0 .
Since the joint 1-eigenspace of C e and C o is E C = [1, 3, 6] T , we apply the similarity transform C(α) = S −1 C(α) S for α = −1, 0, 1 with When α = − 5 32 , γ = 3 2 , β = 2, we can show that ∃n < 10 : S n E ∞ < 1, i.e. S E is contractive, namely S C is C 0 and H A is HC 3 . Differently, for the same choice of the free parameters the associated interpolatory Hermite subdivision scheme H A is only HC 2 (see Figures 3 and 4 for a comparison of the basic matrix limit functions of the two schemes). 
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a novel constructive approach for deriving new dual approximating Hermite subdivision schemes from known Hermite interpolatory schemes. The strategy, called de Rham transform, at each recursion step consists in the double application of an interpolatory Hermite subdivision operator, followed by a decimation step selecting the odd entries only of the obtained vector sequence. Applying the proposed construction to Merrien's interpolatory Hermite schemes in [16, 17] , two new dual de Rham-type Hermite subdivision schemes are obtained. Their smoothness is analyzed with the help of new theoretical results showing that, with respect to the starting schemes, the regularity is increased by one as well as the support width of the associated basic matrix limit function.
